Abstract-A quantum computer (QC) can solve many computational problems more efficiently than a classic one. The field of QCs is growing: companies (such as DWave, IBM, Google, and Microsoft) are building QC offerings. We position that software engineers should look into defining a set of software engineering practices that apply to QC's software. To start this process, we give examples of challenges associated with testing such software and sketch potential solutions to some of these challenges.
I. INTRODUCTION
A quantum computer (QC) can efficiently solve various problems that a classical computer (CC) cannot [1] ; this is known as the quantum supremacy [2] . Examples of such problems (originating in various fields of science) are scalable simulations of quantum systems in physics [1] , efficient modelling of chemical reactions [3] , and fast breaking of encryption codes 1 in cryptography [6] . 1) QC underlying principles: A CC operates on a sequence of bits taking the values of 0 or 1. A QC operated on quantum bits (hereon qubits), which are two-state quantum-mechanical systems [7] . Unlike the bit, the qubit is represented by a superposition of two states, inducing a probability distribution of the qubit's outcome being 0 or 1 upon measurement [7] . Essentially, the qubit is a stochastic system: every time we take a measurement on a given qubit, the probability of the outcome (0 or 1) would change. The beauty of the qubits lies in the fact that qubits can be entangled, meaning that the number of states that a QC can represent is proportional to 2 q , where q is the number of qubits, whereas a CC operating on q bits would be able to represent at most q states [7] .
2) QC applicability: Not every problem can benefit from the QC architecture: those problems falling under the bounded error quantum polynomial time (BQP) class defined in computational complexity theory will [7] . The time complexity of algorithms, which solve BQP class problems, grows polynomially with the increase of the input size on a QC. On the contrary, the time complexity of the algorithms solving the same problems on a CC is not bounded above by a polynomial function and may grow faster (e.g., exponentially) with the increase of the size of the input.
Formally, it was shown that the relations between BQP and other popular complexity classes are as follows: P ⊆ BPP ⊆ BQP ⊆ P #P ⊆ PSPACE, where P is a polynomial time complexity class, BPP is a bounded-error probabilistic polynomial time class, P #P is P with #P oracle class (#P is a set of counting problems, and is a class of function problems rather than decision problems), and PSPACE is a polynomial space class, see [8] for details. Currently, the consensus (although not formally proved) is that some of the nondeterministic polynomial time (NP) problems do belong to the BQP set; however, BQP and NP-complete sets of problems do not overlap (see [8] , [7] for review), i.e., a QC will not be able to solve an NP-complete problem.
3) QC timeline: The field of quantum computing is young: Feynman introduced the idea of quantum computing in 1982 [1] ; Shor proposed the first practically relevant algorithm (for breaking encryption protocols based on integer factorization) that can be efficiently computed on a QC in 1994 [6] .
A QC can be simulated on a CC [9], [10] . A quantum simulator interprets a mathematical function as part of a physical model [11] ; however, it will not yield performance improvement that a QC would provide, as the underlying host system of the simulator is still based on bits rather than qubits. Thus, one needs a real QC to reap performance benefits.
It took a while to implement an actual QC. A partnership between academia and IBM created the first working 2-qubit QC in 1998 [12] , but it took the company 18 years to make a 5-qubit QC accessible to the public in 2016 [13] .
At present, a few QCs are commercially available. DWave started selling adiabatic QC in 2011 (although debate about adiabatic QC being a "true" QC is ongoing 2 [15] ) with the current offerings having > 2000 qubits. IBM gave access to 20-and 50-qubit gate-based superconducting QCs to academic and industrial partners to explore practical applications in 2017 [16] .
For non-commercial use, IBM offers 5-and 16-qubit QCs via IBM Q Experience online platform based on IBM Cloud (along with local-and Cloud-based simulators) [9] . Microsoft provides access to a simulator of a topological QC via Microsoft Quantum Development Kit [10] (and is planning to give access to an actual QC in the future). Google built 72-qubit gate-based superconducting QC in 2018 [17] , but it is not publicly accessible at the time of writing. 4) QC performance: When discussing the performance of the abovementioned QCs, we have to be mindful of the fact that the performance of the QCs (which are based on different architectures) cannot be compared merely based on the number of qubits that each QC has. Conceptually, it is similar to the fact that we cannot compare the performance of CC central processing unit (CPU) based solely on the number of CPU cores and the cores' frequency. Standardization of benchmarks for QC is currently in the works by an IEEE Working Group [18] . 5) QC adoption: Given that P ⊆ BQP [8] , one may argue that QC will replace CC at some point in time. However, we conjecture that QC will not replace CC in the short run. Rather, QCs will be integrated into a System of Systems (SoS), where QC-based components will solve BQP problems (that CC cannot solve), while the solution will be passed to CC components for post-processing. Let us elaborate on this conjecture.
Example I.1. Suppose that we need to create a software-asa-service for factoring large integers. The time complexity of the best algorithms available for a CC in the family of general number field sieves) is sub-exponential [19] . Thus, these algorithms will be ineffective for large integers. Instead, we will build a software component running Shor's algorithm on a QC, which will be more efficient for large integers, because Shor's algorithm computation time (as other BQP class algorithms) will grow polynomially with the growth of the input integer N (when executed on a QC). The rest of the components, such as user interface (UI) and application program interface (API) for obtaining input (i.e., the value of N ) to be passed to the QC component and to return the vector of factors L back to the user will be implemented on a CC, as depicted in Figure 1 . This is similar in nature to the existing Cloud solution for online access to IBM QCs [9] , where a Cloud-based interface for writing programs for a QC is running on a CC, while the program is then passed to the QC for execution.
Why cannot we implement all of this functionality on a QC? In the distant future, as equipment becomes cheaper to procure and operate, and the higher-level languages for QC are created, the replacement of CC with QC will become more probable. However, we hypothesize that it is not going to happen soon. Let us elaborate on the rationale for this statement. First, the QCs are expensive: e.g., DWave QC is valued at $15 million [21] . While other companies do not disclose their prices, we conjecture that the price tags of other QCs (magnitude-wise) are similar. Moreover, the operation of these computers requires cryogenic equipment (operated by highly qualified personnel), which further contributes to the costs.
Second, modern QC programming languages, such as IBM QisKit Python package [9] and Microsoft Q# language [22] , operate at the level of qubits and quantum circuits. Creation of a UI and API in such a language would be very timeconsuming and expensive.
Notwithstanding, these languages integrate nicely into CC domain, simplifying the creation of SoS. IBM QisKit is implemented as a Python library, running on a CC. Once translated to QC machine language (via Open Quantum Assembly Language [20] ), the code is passed to the QC for execution (the complexities of the call are encapsulated in the library's code). Microsoft Q# behaviour is similar: the code is developed on a CC and then passed to a QC for execution. 6) Our position: Based on the above, QCs are becoming more mainstream; and we are not the only one making this claim, e.g., see [23] . Thus, we position that the Software Engineering (SE) community should start thinking about bringing SE practices into the domain of QCs. To do this, we need to answer some research questions. To name a few: which of the SE practices that we use in the CC domain can be ported to the QC domain; which of the practices are not applicable; and which novel practices should be created to address QC domain challenges?
In this paper, to start the discussion, we focus on testing software created for QC. Due to a lack of space, we arbitrarily selected two topics related to testing activities: white-and black-box testing, discussed in Section II, and verification and validation, discussed in Section III. Section IV concludes the paper.
II. WHITE-AND BLACK-BOX TESTING
Two widespread methods of testing are white-box and black-box testing. The former method tests internal data structures and program flow. The latter method tests the functionality, ignoring the inner workings of the software, answering the following question: will I get an expected output for a given input?
We can perform all of the standard white-box activities on the code listing, such as code reviews and code inspections. However, interactive debugging (another popular white-box activity) is challenging, because a QC is a black-box, by construction. Based on the classic quantum mechanics 3 , we cannot observe the inner working of a program (executed on a QC) without altering the program's state and the final result, as measuring a qubit destroys superposition [24] .
This implies that, currently, we cannot perform interactive debugging of a program running on a QC, as we have to stop the program and take the measurements. Thus, we have to resort to black-box testing when dealing with a program running on an actual QC. Note that we can do white-box testing in QC simulators (e.g., we can use xUnit test framework to test Q# programs [22] ).
III. VERIFICATION AND VALIDATION
When testing the programs, how can we ensure that our code follows the design document and that the QC is doing what it is supposed to do? And even if our code reflects the design, how can we make certain that the output of the program delivers what a user needs? The former will be discussed in Section III-A, the latter -in Section III-B. 
A. Verification
As discussed in Section II, we can apply the full spectra of verification techniques on the code listings, but verification of a running program on an actual QC is more challenging, as we cannot use interactive debugger. To verify the correctness, we can try to run and debug our program in a local or online simulator, such as [9], [10] . However, as the simulators run on CC, we will have to limit the complexity of our test cases to obtain results within a reasonable amount of time. This will help us to eliminate some of the defects (a taxonomy of QC bugs is being developed [25] ), but does not guarantee that no other defects will be encountered while solving productionscale problems. The same issue, conceptually, arises with CCs too, e.g., when dealing with buffer-overrun-and resource-leakrelated defects.
The above test assumes that a simulator correctly and accurately resembles the actual QC, which is not always the case. Thus, a more definitive verification of correctness should be done on the the actual QC. Given the probabilistic nature of QC, we may have to execute the same code multiple times to increase the accuracy of our answer using Chernoff bound [7] (which is similar to probabilistic algorithms in BPP class running on CC [7] ). This repeating functionality is built into packages like QisKit, but it requires a higher amount of computing resources (proportional to the number of repetitions).
The above approach assumes that the QC hardware, its operating system, and the compiler/translator of our program are running correctly, which is not always the case. To verify their correctness, we may need to execute the same program on multiple QCs (preferably from different manufacturers) and compare the results. If results differ significantly -it may be a sign that there is an issue with one or more QCs under test. This is akin to correctness testing of a database engine by running the same query against different database engines [26] .
A novel award-winning protocol, verifying QC computations with the help of a CC has been proposed [27] . It requires a significant amount of computational resources and, probably, will not be implemented shortly. However, as the computing power of QCs will increase, this protocol will become implementable in practice.
However, even if all of the above tests pass, it does not guarantee that the actual results returned by the QC are correct. This is where validation comes into play.
B. Validation
When doing the validation, we need to make sure that the output of the algorithm satisfies the conditions provided in the requirements document (assuming that requirements were captured correctly). In other words, validation of a program running on a QC is similar to that of a program executed by a CC. Essentially, the ease of validation will depend on the difficulty of implementing a program for validating the results and the time needed 4 to execute the validation. Before implementing a program, we need to estimate how long the validation process would take. To do so, we can resort to complexity analysis. Say, if the execution time of the validation 5 program would belong to O(1), the validation process (given that it is easy to code up) would be straightforward. However, if the execution time would belong, say, to O(n!), where n would be proportionate to the length of input into the validation process (and to the length of the solution), then the validation process for a significantly large n would be formidable.
For simplicity, we can split the complexity of validation into two classes: polynomial time P bounded by O(n k ) (i.e., validation time is bounded above asymptotically by n k , where k > 0) and super-polynomial time P C , which is complementary to P, bounded by ω(n k ) (i.e., validation time dominates asymptotically the n k ). We will look at examples of the algorithms belonging to these classes in subsections below.
Where should we implement the validation program: on a CC or a QC? In the program belongs to P class, it can be implemented on either one, as P ⊆ BQP. However, as discussed in Section I, it is challenging to program a QC as we are dealing with low-level programming language. Moreover, the cost of running a QC in comparison with a CC is high. Thus, it is simpler and more economically feasible to implement a validation program on a CC, if possible.
In the case of P C class, the answer is less straightforward. If the size of the input into validation program is small, we may be able to still leverage a CC (especially if we can parallelize the validation on a CC cluster). However, we may have to resort to a QC for larger problems. If the validation program belongs to classes which are a subset of BQP, such as BPP class, then QC is a good match. However, if the validation belongs to a "harder" class, such as NP-complete, then QC may also fail to deliver timely results. In this case, we may have to resort to a heuristic that tries to roughly validate the solution, but does not guarantee that solution is correct.
Let us look at one example of algorithms from both classes and ways to run the validation.
1) Polynomial P: Shor's integer factoring algorithm takes integer N as input and returns a vector of prime factors L for N [6] . The solution runs on a QC in polynomial time, O((log N ) 2 (log log N )(log log log N )) to be specific [6] . The validation complexity is independent of the solution complexity, growing linearly with the number of elements in L, deemed l, as we simply need to multiply the elements in L to do the validation. That is, the complexity of validation of Shor's algorithm is O(l). Thus, we can easily 6 perform validation on a CC. Note that validation of Shor's algorithm can be carried on a QC, but this is economically inferior, as discussed above.
2) Super-Polynomial P C : Boson sampling is a good example of a problem that is challenging to verify. Yet, the algorithm is crucial 7 . Experimentally, the algorithm is typically implemented using photons (belonging to the family of boson particles [7] ). To implement the algorithm, we need a linear-optical circuit with m modes that is injected with h individual photons (m > h) [29] . In this implementation, the boson sampling task reduces to creating a sample from the probability distribution of individual photon measurements at the circuit's output.
This algorithm cannot be computed on a CC for large values of m and h, as it requires computing a permanent of a matrix which is a #P-hard problem [28] , [30] . At best, it requires O(h2 h + mh 2 ) computations [31] . However, the problem does fall [28] into PostBQP class (BQP class with post-selection), which can be efficiently computed on a QC. Validation of the results on a CC is also a #P-hard problem, as we again need to compute the permanent 6 Although we may have to leverage existing libraries for multiplication of integers with arbitrary precision, such as Java BigInteger. 7 It may lead to the implementation of a non-universal QC, which will still be more efficient than CC for some tasks, see [28] for details. of a matrix. However, one may adopt a heuristic to estimate goodness of findings (essentially, performing approximate validation) using machine learning approach [29] .
In the above example, to perform an accurate validation, we need to do it on a QC. Ideally, this should be done on a different QC to simultaneously check the correctness of the computer itself (as was discussed in Section III-A). The code of the validation software would be similar to the one of the solution software. Thus, if resources permit, one may want to create the validation code from scratch (rather than reusing the existing code from the solution) to avoid migration of the defects from the solution code into validation code.
IV. CONCLUSIONS
QCs are becoming more mainstream. Thus, we position that software engineers should start the process of bringing SE practices into the domain of QCs. To do this, we need to identify which existing methods are transferable from the domain of CCs, which have to be altered, and which have to be created.
To start the discussion on this matter, we list a number of challenges associated with white-and black-box testing as well as verification and validation of programs running on a QC. We then list some of the existing SE practices that are readily transferable to the QC domain (e.g., code review), some that are difficultly transferable (e.g., interactive debugging), and some that have to be introduced (e.g., complexity-dependent placement of a validation program).
We hope that this paper will catalyze the process of defining SE practices for QCs and that SE specialists in academia and industry will start exploring this fascinating area of computing, expanding our work to other areas of testing and the remaining phases of the software development life cycle.
